
Reflections from November Mock Exams         Name:    __________________ 

How many days before the mock exams did you start studying and 
revising? 

 

On average, how many hours each day did you study for? 
 

 

As a %, what was your revision effort (100% being maximum).   
 

 

 

Revision techniques Used to revise  Not used to revise  
Using revision guides    
Using your pre-prepared revision notes e.g. cue cards,    
Watching relevant online videos/clips    
Using recommended websites    
Using resources on GC    
Revising with others (family, friends)     
Attending revision classes    
Answering practice papers, exam questions    
Using topic checklists, making notes on these    
Using your exercise book/folder class notes    
Other:   
Other:    

 

WWW – Choose up to 3 exam grades that are you pleased 
about.     Beyond this being a stronger subject for you, what 
did you do (lessons/revision) that helps make this a stronger 
performance? 
 
 
 
 
 

EBI – which three subjects do you 
need to prioritise?    
1. 
 
2. 
 
3.  

 

Highlight up to 5 strategies that could help make a difference from January 2022: 

More effort in class in general  Begin a revision timetable from January  
Ensure class notes and responses are more detailed Trial some different revision strategies  
Seek help from teacher if unsure  Use revision guides more  
More effort with homework in general  Go though topic checklists to identify and 

prioritise my weakest areas 
Ensure homework is more detailed and thorough Use resources on GC/online platforms  
Attend revision classes  Practice more using past exam papers 
Organise my folders/revision notes before January so 
that I can make a fresh start with revision.   I may 
need to buy folders/box files to help with this.   

Speak to a teacher/form 
tutor/PL/parents/carers if requiring further 
support 

Prioritise revision over other distractions in my life.  
For example, reduce time spent on phones/gaming, 
quiet place to study (home/school).     

Ensure I am clear about my next steps in 
every subject (use the purple feedback 
sheets from mock exams) 

Start revision earlier  Other:  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


